Vote on What We Do

Be an OpenMRS Navigator!

OpenMRS Navigators help guide the future direction of OpenMRS by making suggestions for new features, reporting bugs, voting for bugs and features.

Navigators are recognized by name in each OpenMRS release for their contributions to OpenMRS.

3 Steps to Easy Voting:

1. Find an issue on the left for which you'd like to vote and click to view its details in JIRA, our issue tracker.
2. Check the upper-right of any JIRA page to ensure you're signed in.
3. Click the "Vote" link to cast your vote!

People

Assignee: Paul Biondich
Reporter: Ben Wolfe
Watchers: Burke Mamlín, Ben Wolfe, Michael Downey ...

Vote (8) Watching (3)

Already voted?

Verify your vote was cast by looking for the change to "Voted":
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